Happy Postcrossing!

On January 2, 2014 the Ministry of Communications and Informatization of the Republic of Belarus will issue the stamp “Happy Postcrossing!”. 

**Designer:** Inga Turlo. **Printing:** offset. **Colour:** full colour. **Paper:** chalk-surfaced, gummed. **Perforation:** comb 141/4:14. **Size of the stamp:** 28x30 mm. **Sheet composition:** 12 (3x4) stamps. **Size of the sheet:** 100x140 mm. **Print quantity:** 120,000 stamps.

The stamp was printed at the Republican Unitary Enterprise “Bobruisk Integrated Printing House named after A.T.Nepogodin”.

Letter “N” is equal to the surface tariff of a postcard abroad.

Postcrossing is an international online project which aims to exchange postcards and stamps between people from different corners of the planet. The project created in 2005 is rapidly developing. It has united people from 230 countries. Belarus joined the global Postcrossing project in 2008. Our country is among the top ten in the number of registered users and the number of sent postcards.
FDC designed by Yauheniya Biadonik

A special cancellation on FDC will be carried out at the Main Post Office of Minsk on the stamp issuing day.

Colour of the postmark - black.

Special postmark designed by I. Turlo

A maximum card will be issued too.